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LHC is the tricky bit!
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Simulation Program Flow



What’s the problem?

LHC inverse problem: Models with MET are difficult

Want to perform fit with many free parameters

Signal regions may have very low acceptance

2d scans already have CPU as limiting factor
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Can we do better?
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Parameter scans

Moving from P → P ′, need:

Final state cross-sections (including branching ratios)

Distributions

Aim

Per point evaluation → O(secs)

Accuracy → 10% on acceptance

Arbitrary BSM models



Parameter scans

Matrix element method for arbitrary BSM scans
(Gainer, Lykken, Matchev, Mrenna, Park; 2014)

Central idea → Re-use events via re-weighting

Experiments generate large samples of unweighted events for
arbitrary topologies
Full parton shower and detector simulation performed
BSM events by reweighting ME at same phase space point



Parameter scans

Key practical issues

Only allows changes in couplings and spins

Crucially masses must be the same

Our idea

Optimise for speed

Optional matrix element evaluation
Re-use parton shower
Re-use detector sim
Re-use jet algorithm

Allow masses to vary

Model agnostic
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Couplings

First order effects

Total Cross-Sections

Branching Ratios

Second order effects → (optionally) ignore

Kinematical Distributions

Requires

Interference terms small
Narrow width approximation satisfied
Spin correlations not important

Solution

Simply reweight events → Total normalisation guaranteed

Generally, acceptances only weakly depend on coupling
structures
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Masses

Easy part

Total Cross-Section → Reweight

Branching Ratios → Reweight

More difficult

Kinematical Distributions

Clearly not a sub-leading effect for mass changes



Idea

Example production of new s-channel resonance

Model (M, Γ)→ Model’ (M̃, Γ̃)

Transformed 4-momentum of every event is
(pT = 0 to simplify expression),

P̃ =

(√
x̃1x̃2s , 0 , 0 ,

√
s

2
(x̃1 − x̃2)

)
where

x̃i = axi , a =
M̃ + bΓ̃

M + bΓ
, b =

√
x1x2s −M

Γ

Properties

If M̃ > M, full phase space covered

Width dependence → ’Off-shellness’ is constant



Idea

Decays

4-momentum conservation at every vertex

Rest frame angles conserved

Uniquely defines momentum of all particles

Detector Simulation

Match (hard) final state particles to reconstructed objects

Simple dR matching
Only needs to be done once for model scan

Smear momentum in proportion to original event

Reconstruction efficiency can be recomputed (optional)



Z ′ example

Z’ toy model

pp → Z ′ → µ+µ−

Transform mZ ′ = 500 GeV events to mZ ′ = 1 TeV

Breit-Wigner is reproduced



Z ′ example

Problem with rapidity distribution

At higher
√
s production becomes

more central



Z ′ example

Problem with rapidity distribution

At higher
√
s production becomes

more central

Apply PDF reweighting

Problem is longitudinal boost

Simply reweight the PDFs,

w =
fa(x̃1)fb(x̃2)

fa(x1)fb(x2)

Muon rapidity



Top production example

pT (top)

Toy top model

Double top mass (mt = 173 GeV → mt = 346 GeV)

With PDF reweighting all distributions reproduced to high
accuracy



Decay distributions, t → Wb

pT (W )

Toy top model

Decays distributions also reproduced using only the principle
of conserving rest frame angles

Without PDF reweighting, problem in high pT tail



Decay distributions, t → W ∗b → `νb

Problem with spin correlations

Simply using rest frame angles
fails for longer decay chains

Problem for intermediate particles
with spin



Decay distributions, t → W ∗b → `νb

Problem with spin correlations

Simply using rest frame angles
fails for longer decay chains

Problem for intermediate particles
with spin

ME reweighting

Reweighting each event by the
corresponding matrix element
reproduces the distribution

Adds complexity and computing
time



Future plans

Works well for Z ′ and toy top model

Apply to SUSY and recalculate exclusions

Completely testable for any parameter point

Need to further test how far method can be pushed

Generalise

Algorithm should work automatically with most BSM models

User simply supplies FeynRules model and parameter ranges

Offer matrix element evaluation as an option

Optimise

Currently → ∼ 5 secs for 100,000 events

Many obvious optimisations not yet included



Summary

Automatic model testing now a reality

Tools simple and easy to use

Simplified Models

Rapid model testing

Fast simulation

Model agnostic

Allows for fitting to LHC signals


